
Ideas for Year 1 Maths activities Week beginning 23rd March 

Monday  15-20 minutes 
Fractions 
Collect 8 items. Find ½ of an amount by sharing the objects into 2 equal 
groups 
Repeat with 10,12,14, 16,18 20 objects. 
Repeat the activity finding ¼ of an amount sharing the objects equally 
between 4 groups. 
When you are eating a meal- can you cut your pizza into 2/4 equal parts. 

Tuesday 15-20 minutes 
Number 
Number bonds to 10 + and – e.g.  6+ 4 = 10, 4+6 = 10, 10-4=6, 10-6=4 
Number bonds to 20    + and – e.g.  16+ 4 = 20, 14+6 = 20, 20-4=16, 20-6=14 
If you type in number bonds- Jack Hartman there are some good active songs 

Wednesday 15-20 minutes 
Number patterns 
Counting in 2’s, ‘s and 10’s and writing patterns 
2,4,6, ?   ?  ?  14   or     80, 70, 60, ? ? ? 20    etc 

Thursday 15-20 minutes 
Shape Space and Measure 
Finding objects heavier than- an apple/ lighter than an apple 
Using a weighing scale to weigh objects. Draw a picture and write weight 

Friday 15-20 minutes 
Mental maths 15-20 minutes 
Write a calculation e.g. 15 + 4 hold the biggest number in your head. Use 
your fingers to count on. 
Repeat with different calculations. Try subtraction. Holding that biggest 
number and counting back. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ideas for Year 1 English activities 23rd March 

Every day    10-15 minutes 
Share a book with your child. Use the bookmarks to ask questions. 
Use their logins and read using the Oxford Reading Buddy 
Monday   20-30 minutes 
Read a story book- draw a picture from the book write your own 
caption 
Making sure the sentence has:-  capital letter, full stop, finger 
spaces, letters sitting on the line , tails below and check that 
spelling is correct. 
Tuesday 20-30 minutes 
Draw some things in your garden 
 Write a sentence. E.g. I can see a pretty flower. Look at the tall 
tree. Here is a brown fence. 
Making sure the sentence has:-  capital letter, full stop, finger 
spaces, letters sitting on the line , tails below and check that 
spelling is correct. 
Wednesday 20-30 minutes     Spellings 
Read write and use these words 
like  are  will   the  you    going  went   out  with come 
use them to write simple sentences. E.g. I went out. We are going 
with you. I like you. Will you come too? 

Thursday    20-30 minutes    Phonics 
In your story books can you find any words with ai   ay   or a-e 
e.g.    train, rain pain, play, stay, tray,  may, say  cake , make, same, 
came 
write down all the words that have these patterns. 
Friday   15- 20 minutes 
Handwriting practising writing these patterns. Making sure that 
letters sit on the line and the y pattern has it’s tail below the line. 

a[i  a[i    a[i   a[i   a[i 

 

a[þ   a[þ   a[þ   a[þ   a[þ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LªšŠ„ ªa[t ¶t[«e ¶b[i]ü ªÌi[›aóòe â]a[t[i[n]ü ªa ªÌµÕe[n ¶¯e]aó. 

 


